Thermon Project Services
For Process Heating Solutions
Thermon engineers and specialists located throughout the world design and deliver heat tracing systems at the **Lowest Total Cost Of Ownership - Reliable Solutions On Schedule And On Budget.**

- Initial Planning
- Design/Engineering
- Project Management
- Commissioning
- Maintenance

**CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT = OPTIMAL DESIGN**

**Complete Design Solutions**
- Over 60 Years Leading the Heat Tracing Industry
- Detailed Design Using Proprietary Software
- Fewer Circuits = Reduced Power Feeds
- Integrated Control Solutions
- Detailed Installation Instructions

*Equals Repeatable, Reliable Solutions*

**Total Package Solutions**
- Sole Source Accountability
- True System Approach Tailored To Meet Your Needs
- Lower Operating Total Life-Cycle Cost

*Equals Higher Return on Investment*
Global Engineering Solutions

Thermon provides comprehensive planning, detailed design engineering, thorough project supervision, complete commissioning, and on-going maintenance for the life of the project.

Better Technology · Better Value · Better Together
Global Reach · Local Touch
Engineering offices located worldwide · We Are Near You!

Lower Operating Cost
- Continued Involvement = Reliable Solutions
- Training = Reduced Construction Schedule
- Faster Start-Up = Accelerated Revenue
- Advanced Control = Energy Conservation

Equals Lowest Total Cost of Ownership

Proven Safety Performance
- 8 Million consecutive work hours without Day Away/Restricted Time (DART)
- Total Recordable Incident Rate 0.22 globally over the past 5 years
- 14 consecutive years without field work injury
- 4 Million Consecutive Work Hours Without Medical Treatment

Equals Exemplary Safety Record

Let Us Put Our Expertise To Work For You